1. PEACE AND WAR

It was only after the first World War that the German cinema really came into being. Its history up to that time was prehistory, an archaic period insignificant in itself. However, it should not be overlooked. During that period—especially during the course of the war—certain conditions materialized which account for the extraordinary power of the German film after 1918.

Theoretically speaking, the German cinema commenced in 1895, when, almost two months before Lumiére’s first public performance, the Brothers Skladanovsky showed their “Bioscop” in the Berlin Wintergarten—bits of scenes shot and projected with apparatus they had built. But this beginning was of little consequence; for until 1910 Germany had virtually no film industry of its own. Films of French, Italian and American origin—among them those of Méliès—ingratia ted themselves with the audiences of the early tent-shows (Wanderkinos), poured into the nickelodeons (Ladenkinos) after 1900, and then passed across the screen of the primitive movie theaters proper which slowly began to evolve. One French celluloid strip of 1902, The Beggar’s Pride, features a noble Paris beggar who, after rescuing a lady, contemptuously refuses the money she offers him, because she has previously indicted him for being a thief. These films of high moral standards competed with pornographic ones which, of course, never lived up to their exciting promises. Between 1906 and 1908, the films increased in length, and spoken comments gave way to printed titles. Owing to such improvements, these years were marked by the opening of many new theaters and the advent of German film distributors.
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The outstanding figure among the few native producers of the period was Oskar Messter, who makes no effort in his autobiography to belittle any of his merits.\(^a\) Messter began working in a modest apartment studio in the Berlin Friedrichstrasse, later the headquarters for numerous film-makers of low caliber and questionable business ethics. He possessed the eagerness of a pioneer to experiment, to try every innovation. At a time in which close-ups were still unusual, one of his early comedies intermingled with long shots of several female cyclists a close shot of their fidgeting legs—a procedure anticipating a favorite German camera usage.\(^b\) Messter also promoted the fashion of “sound films.” Originating in France and America, this species flourished in Germany about 1908–1909. A costumed tenor standing before a painted canvas pretended to sing, endeavoring to synchronize the movements of his mouth with a hidden gramophone. In addition to grand-opera scenes, folk-songs and musical parodies, one could listen to Otto Reutter, the incomparable cabaret artist, whose songs cloaked bitter criticism of life with good-natured humor. Sound films of this kind had already been exhibited during the Paris World’s Fair of 1900, but proved too expensive and intricate to be continued.\(^c\) The particular interest they met with in Germany doubtless resulted from the traditional German concern with all forms of musical expression.

During that whole era the film had the traits of a young street arab; it was an uneducated creature running wild among the lower strata of society. Many people enticed by the movies had never attended artistic spectacles before; others were lured from the stage to the screen. About 1910 the theater of the provincial town of Hildesheim reported having lost 50 per cent of those customers who previously frequented the three cheapest categories of seats. Variety and circus shows complained of similar setbacks.\(^d\) An attraction for young workers, salesgirls, the unemployed, loafers and social non-descripts, the movie theaters were in rather bad repute. They afforded a shelter to the poor, a refuge to sweethearts. Sometimes a crazy intellectual would stray into one.

In France, the freedom of the film from cultural ties and intellectual prejudices enabled artists like Georges Méliès or Émile Cohl

\(^a\) Cf. Messter, Mein Weg.

\(^b\) This scene is included in S. Liicot’s cross-section film, Quarante Ans de Cinéma. See also Messter, Mein Weg, p. 98.

\(^c\) Ackernknecht, Lichtspielfragen, p. 151; Zaddach, Der literarische Film, pp. 14–16; Messter, Mein Weg, pp. 64–66, 78–79.

\(^d\) Zimmereimer, Filmsensor, pp. 27–28; see also Altenloh, Soziologie des Kinos.
to prosper, but in Germany it seems not to have stirred the cinematic sense. Then, after 1910, in response to a movement which started in France, that freedom vanished. On November 17, 1908, the newly founded French film company Film d'Art released The Assassination of the Duc de Guise, an ambitious creation acted by members of the Comédie Française and accompanied by a musical score of Saint-Saëns. This was the first of innumerable films which were to be mistaken for works of art because, spurning cinematic potentialities, they imitated the stage and adapted celebrated literary productions. Italy followed the French example, and the American screen temporarily favored famous players in famous plays.

The same thing happened in Germany. The upper world of stage directors, actors and writers began to show interest in the cinema after having despised it as an inferior medium. Their change of mind must be traced, in part, to the missionary zeal of Paul Davidson, the great promoter of the early German film, who, under the spell of the new Danish film actress Asta Nielsen, firmly proclaimed the cinema's artistic future. He headed the Projektion-A. G. Union, which steadily extended its ownership of movie theaters and turned to producing films of its own even before the war. To boost the movies, Davidson made contact with Max Reinhardt, the leading Berlin stage producer, and, about 1911/1912, participated in the founding of a kind of guild which was to regulate the relations between film-makers and playwrights. Of course, the prospect of tangible advantages did much to soften the resistance of many formerly hostile to films. Young actors from the Berlin stages were not unwilling to make a little extra money in the studios. Stage directors for their part profited by reducing the wages of these actors; moreover, they realized, not without satisfaction, that the theaters could now appeal to moviegors anxious to adore their screen favorites in the flesh.

Admission of films into the realm of the officially sanctioned arts went hand in hand with the evolution of a native film industry. During the last four prewar years, big film studios were constructed at Tempelhof and Neubabelsberg in the immediate neighborhood of Berlin, on grounds reserved to this day for the production of films—studios whose removable glass walls made possible the combination
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of indoor and outdoor work favored at the time. All looked bright and promising. Max Reinhardt himself was engaged in directing motion pictures. Hugo von Hofmannsthal was writing a “dream-play,” Das fremde Mädchen (The Strange Girl, 1913), among the first of the fantastic films soon to become a German institution. From Arthur Schnitzler’s comedy Liebelei to Richard Voss’s obsolete middle-class novel Eva, few reputable works were being overlooked by the screen.

But this elevation of the film to literary high life proved, as might be expected, a blunder. Traditionally attached to the ways of the theater, the stage people were incapable of grasping the different laws of the new cinematic medium. Their behavior towards the movies was condescending. They welcomed them as a means of emphasizing the art of the actor, and moreover, as a wonderful opportunity to popularize theatrical productions. What the screen meant to them was simply the stage again. In the summer of 1910, Reinhardt’s pantomime Sumurun was made into a film which bored its audience by wasting 2,000 meters on an exact duplication of the original stage performance.

The so-called film reformers (Kinoreformbewegung), including teacher associations, Catholic societies and all kinds of Vereine in pursuit of cultural aims, exerted an analogous influence. From 1912 on, these pressure groups set out to justify their existence by opposing the immorality of the films and denouncing them as a source of corruption of the youth. The resemblance to the American Puritan leagues is obvious. However, the German movement differed from all similar movements abroad in that it drew much delicious indignation from the carelessness with which most films treated literary masterpieces. It happened, in 1910, that a Don Carlos film suppressed two main characters of Schiller’s drama. In the eyes of the film reformers this was a crime. For any “literary” film had but one duty: to preserve the full integrity of its model. Was it for the sake of art that these spokesmen of the educated middle class shielded Schiller so ardently? Rather, classic literature enjoyed an awe-inspiring authority, and in defending it they yielded to the truly

13 In all cases where a German film has been shown in the United States under an English title accepted by the trade, this title will be used in the text. If no American trade title exists, the translation appearing in parentheses is the author’s own. The date given with a title always refers to the year of release.
14 For a discussion of the art and literary-minded film and the film reformers, see Zaddach, Der literarische Film, pp. 17, 22–29, 30–38.
German desire to serve the established powers. Harassing the motion picture industry with their cultured demands, the film reformers survived the war and continued to stigmatize what they considered trash on the screen through numerous pamphlets, invariably couched in metaphysical terms.

Fortunately, all efforts to ennoble the film by dragging it into the sphere of stage and literature aroused the scepticism of film experts and encountered the salutary indifference of the masses. The film version of *Sumurun* was reproached by its audiences for a complete lack of details and close-ups offered by even the average film. Discouraged by such reactions, Ernst von Wolzogen, a German poet, desisted from contributing further film scenarios on the grounds that the crowd always favors the banal. People preferred to these elevated screen adaptations the current output of historical films and melodramas which dealt in a primitive way with popular themes. Of most films of the time only the titles and perhaps a few stills remain to us; but it can be presumed that they somewhat resembled the exercises of a student who has not yet learned to express himself with facility.

In 1913 the detective film emerged, a genre obviously inspired by the French *ciné-romans*, which were adopted in America during the war. The first German master-detective to be serialized was Ernst Reicher as eagle-eyed Stuart Webbs, who, with the peaked cap and the inevitable shag pipe, had all the trademarks of Sherlock Holmes. Since he enjoyed an immense popularity, he was soon followed by competitors vainly trying to outdo him. They called themselves “Joe Deebs” or “Harry Higgs,” were on excellent terms with Scotland Yard, and lived up to their English names by looking exactly like tailor-made gentlemen.

It is noteworthy that, while the French and Americans succeeded in creating a national counterpart of Conan Doyle’s archetype, the Germans always conceived of the great detective as an English character. This may be explained by the dependence of the classic detective upon liberal democracy. He, the single-handed sleuth who makes reason destroy the spider webs of irrational powers and decency triumph over dark instincts, is the predestined hero of a civilized world which believes in the blessings of enlightenment and individual freedom. It is not accidental that the sovereign detective is disapp-
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16 Kalbus, *Deutsche Filmkunst*, I, 89.
pearing today in films and novels alike, giving way to the tough “private investigator”: the potentialities of liberalism seem, temporarily, exhausted. Since the Germans had never developed a democratic regime, they were not in a position to engender a native version of Sherlock Holmes. Their deep-founded susceptibilities to life abroad enabled them, nevertheless, to enjoy the lovely myth of the English detective.

Despite the evolution of domestic production, foreign films continued to flood German movie theaters, which had considerably increased in number since 1912. A new Leipzig Lichtspiel palace was inaugurated with Quo Vadis, an Italian pageant that actually received press reviews as if it were a real stage play. Towards the end of the prewar period, the Danish films gained more and more influence. Greatly indebted to Asta Nielsen, they appealed to German audiences by focusing upon psychological conflicts unfolded in natural settings. The success of the American Westerns was particularly sweeping. Broncho Bill and Tom Mix conquered the hearts of the young German generation, which had devoured, volume after volume, the novels of Karl May—novels set in an imaginary Far West and full of fabulous events involving Indian tribes, covered wagons, traders, hunters, tramps and adventurers. To staid and settled adults the spell this shoddy stuff exerted on boys in the early teens was inexplicable; but youngsters would shed tears of delight when the noble Indian chief Winnetou, having become a Christian, died in the arms of his friend Old Shatterhand, a righter of wrongs, and a German, of course. By their simple manner and untroubled outlook, their ceaseless activity and heroic exploits, the American screen cowboys also attracted many German intellectuals suffering from lack of purpose. Because they were mentally tossed about, the intelligentsia welcomed the simplifications of the Westerns, the life in which the hero has but one course to follow. In the same fashion, at the outbreak of the war, numerous students enthusiastically rushed to volunteer in the army. They were drawn not so much by patriotism as by a passionate desire to escape from vain freedom into a life under compelling pressure. They wished to serve.

Besides the Westerns, short comedies featuring Max Linder, Fatty and Tontolini were the vogue of those years. All strata of Ger-
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18 Olimsky, Filmwirtschaft, p. 21.
man moviegoers participated in the gay laughter they aroused. The Germans liked that sort of visual fun. It is all the more surprising, therefore, that they themselves were incapable of producing a popular film comedian. As early as 1921, a German writer stated plainly that the Germans were short of comical film ideas—a domain which, he admitted, the French and after them the Americans had learned to explore with mastery.\(^{19}\)

This strange deficiency may be connected with the character of the old screen buffooneries. Whether or not they indulged in slapstick, they invariably exposed their hero to all kinds of pitfalls and dangers, so that he depended upon one lucky accident after another to escape. When he crossed a railroad, a train would approach, threatening to crush him, and only in the very last moment would his life be spared as the train switched over to a track hitherto invisible. The hero—a sweet, rather helpless individual who would never harm anyone—pulled through in a world governed by chance. The comedy adjusted itself in this way to the specific conditions of the screen; for more than any other medium the film is able to point up the contingencies of life. It was a truly cinematic type of comedy. Had it a moral to impart? It sided with the little pigs against the big bad wolf by making luck the natural ally of its heroes. This, incidentally, was comforting to the poor. That such comedy founded on chance and a naïve desire for happiness should prove inaccessible to the Germans arises from their traditional ideology, which tends to discredit the notion of luck in favor of that of fate. The Germans have developed a native humor that holds wit and irony in contempt and has no place for happy-go-lucky figures. Theirs is an emotional humor which tries to reconcile mankind to its tragic plight and to make one not only laugh at the oddities of life but also realize through that laughter how fateful it is. Such dispositions were of course incompatible with the attitudes underlying the performances of a Buster Keaton or Harold Lloyd. There exists, moreover, a close interrelationship between intellectual habits and bodily movements. The German actors may have felt that, owing to their credos, they were hardly the type for gags and gestures similar to those of the American film comedians.

The war began. Not only part of the German youth, but also the clan of the film reformers firmly believed that it would imbue their

\(^{19}\) Möllhausen, “Aufstieg des Films,” \textit{Ufa-Blätter}. 
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drab life with a new and marvelous meaning. Hermann Häfker’s preface to his book on the cinema and the cultured classes is illuminating in this respect. Dated September 1914, it extols the war as a sure means of realizing the noble designs of the film reformers, and finally turns into one of those bellicose dithyrambs not at all unusual then. “May it [i.e., the war] purify our public life as a thunderstorm does the atmosphere. May it allow us to live again, and make us eager to risk our lives in deeds such as this hour commands. Peace had become insupportable.”²⁰ Häfker and his like were in a frenzy.

Peace, to be sure, had seen the German film industry caught in a crisis. The domestic output was far too insignificant to compete with the foreign films crowding the movie theaters, which had seemed to increase for the sole purpose of absorbing the influx from abroad. Products of Pathé Frères and Gaumont inundated the German market. The Danish Nordisk went to the limit to ruin Davidson’s Projektion-A.G. Union.²¹

This embarrassing situation was reversed by the war, which abruptly freed the native industry from the burden of foreign competition. After the frontiers had been shut, Germany belonged to the German film producers, faced now with the task of satisfying on their own all internal demands. These were immense. In addition to the regular movie theaters numerous military ones spreading behind the front lines demanded a permanent supply of fresh films. It was lucky for the film-makers that just before the war large and modern studio plants had been completed. A boom set in, and new film companies cropped up with incredible speed. According to a seemingly reliable survey, the number of these companies rose from 28 in 1913 to 245 in 1919. Movie theaters also flourished and grew more and more luxurious. It was a period of abundant dividends. The middle class began to pay some attention to the cinema.²²

Thus the German film was offered a unique chance: it became autonomous; it no longer needed to emulate foreign products to sustain its market value. One would think that under such auspicious circumstances Germany might have succeeded in creating a cinema of her own, of truly national character. Other countries did. During

²⁰ Häfker, Der Kino und die Gebildeten, p. 4.
²¹ Boehmer and Reitz, Film in Wirtschaft und Recht, p. 5; Kalbus. Deutsche Filmmusik, I, 23.
²² Boehmer and Reitz, Film in Wirtschaft und Recht, pp. 5-6; Olimsky, Filmwirtschaft, pp. 23-24; Jason, “Zahlen sehen uns an,” 25 Jahre Kinetograph, p. 67; Bardèche and Brasillach, History of Motion Pictures, pp. 185-86.
those war years, D. W. Griffith, Chaplin and Cecil B. De Mille developed the American film, and the Swedish industry took shape.

But the German evolution was not similar. From October 1914 on, Messter substituted for the prewar newsreels of Pathé Frères, Gaumont and Éclair weekly film reports which pictured diverse war events with the help of documentary shots. Disseminated among the neutrals as well as in the fatherland, these illustrated bulletins were supplemented by staged propaganda films in which extras put into British uniforms surrendered to valiant German troops. The government encouraged efforts of that kind as a means to make people “stick to it.” Later in the course of the war the High Command ordered selected cameramen to participate in military actions. The design was to obtain impressive pictorial material which would also serve as an historic record. One reel which was taken from a submarine, and closely detailed the sinking of Allied ships, gained a wide reputation. But these cinematic activities were by no means peculiar to the Germans. The French had nearly the same ideas about the utility of war documentaries, and realized them with no less determination.

In the domain of the fictional film, scores of patriotic dramas, melodramas, comedies and farces spread over the screen—rubbish filled to the brim with war brides, waving flags, officers, privates, elevated sentiments and barracks humor. When, about the middle of 1915, it became obvious that the gay war of movement had changed into a stationary war of uncertain issues, the moviegoers apparently refused to swallow the patriotic sweets any longer. A marked shift in entertainment themes occurred. The many pictures exploiting patriotism were superseded by films which concentrated upon peacetime subjects. By resuming part of their normal interests, people adjusted themselves to the stabilized war.

A multitude of comedies emerged, transferring to the screen popular Berlin stage comedians in proved theatrical plays. They held of such stereotyped figures as the Prussian lieutenant or the adolescent girl, and, in the main, indulged in wanton sex fun. Ernst Lubitsch started his amazing career in the field of these slight comedies. Not content with minor stage roles in classic dramas, he, the Reinhardt actor, found an outlet for his nimble wit and ingenuity by
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24 Bardèche and Brasillach, History of Motion Pictures, p. 98.
playing the comic in screen farces. One of them features him as a Jewish apprentice in a Berlin shop who, always on the verge of being fired, ends as the son-in-law of his boss. He soon took pleasure in directing, himself, such one-reel comedies. Although, under the Nazis, Kalbus denounced Lubitsch for displaying "a pertness entirely alien from our true being," the contemporary German audience did not feel at all scandalized, but enjoyed the actor and his films wholeheartedly.  

The war failed to provoke vital innovations, nor did it engender additional film types, with the exception, perhaps, of a group of cheap serials promoting favorite actors such as Fern Andra and Erna Morena. The German film-makers continued to explore mines opened by prewar activities, and, at best, played new variations on old tunes. Occasionally, a sure instinct seized upon a story that later would be picked up again and again. Sudermann's outmoded novels and theatrically effective plays were first translated to the screen during that period. They were full of dramatic suspense, good roles and a bourgeois outlook, abounded in realistic details, and rendered the melancholy East Prussian landscape painstakingly—qualities which made them attractive to film producers for many years to come.

Only towards the end of the war did the events take place that caused the birth of the German film proper, but that they proved so effective was due to the whole development prior to their intervention. Although this development lacked strong impulses and striking results, it nevertheless established traditions that facilitated the final breakthrough.

The decisive contribution of the war and prewar years was the preparation of a generation of actors, cameramen, directors and technicians for the tasks of the future. Some of these old-timers continued under Hitler; among them was Carl Froelich, a pre-eminent German director who did not mind occupying a key post in the Nazi film industry. He entered one of the first Messter studios as an electrician, then cranked a camera, and, as early as 1911 or 1912, began directing films. Many others gained practice by making primitive

Kalbus, Deutsche Filmkunst, I, 84. Kalbus deals extensively with the German war output; cf. pp. 18-19, 32-37.
27 Zaddach, Der literarische Film, p. 34.
Messter, Mein Weg, pp. 57, 99 ff.
films long since passed into oblivion. They learned by their own mistakes. Emil Jannings—he, too, subsequently prominent in Nazi Germany—writes about his debut as a film actor during the war: “When I watched myself for the first time on the screen, the impression was crushing. Did I really look as stupid as that?” 29

Jannings was only one of numerous actors who underwent their basic training in the course of the archaic period. They all were later to build up a sort of repertory company. Indeed, the cast of every film to be released in Germany would include members of this “guild,” which, in spite of continually acquiring new recruits, kept its old guard intact. While Hollywood cultivates stars rather than ensemble effects, and the Russian cinema often uses laymen as film figures, the German film is founded upon a permanent body of players—highly disciplined professionals who adjust themselves to all changes in style and fashion.30

To meet actors familiar to contemporary moviegoers in a past that has become history is an uncanny experience: what was once our life is now stored away, and we have somehow unknowingly moved on. Not the predecessors of Werner Krauss or Albert Bassermann, but they themselves passed across the screen during the first World War—figures irrevocably separated from the present day. One of their companions was Henny Porten who—she was a rare exception—began her film career without any previous stage experience. From about 1910 on, this ingenious blonde, much praised as the ideal type of German woman, maintained herself in the favor of the public, playing with equal ease comic and tragic parts, vulgar farmer’s wives and sensitive ladies.31 Another figure of those early days was Harry Piel, called the German Douglas Fairbanks. He appeared in the middle of the war as the hero of Unter heisser Sonne (Under a Hot Sun), a film in which he forced several lions (from Hamburg’s Hagenbeck Zoo) to yield to his spell.32 From the very beginning Piel seems to have been true to the type he was to impersonate in the future: that of a chivalrous daredevil who excels in defeating re-

30 C. A. Lejeune, the English film writer, comments on this point in an interesting way. The German repertory company, she says, “is right for the mood of Germany, and will always be the type for any segment of cinema that works from the psychological-fantastic basis, any production that builds up a whole from the materials of the studio rather than cleaving out a meaning from the raw materials of life.”—Lejeune, Cinema, p. 142.
31 Kalbus, Deutsche Filmkunst, I, 19-21.
32 Ibid., pp. 89-90.
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sourceful criminals and rescuing innocent maidens. When he showed up in evening attire, he epitomized an immature girl’s daydream of a perfect gentleman, and the boyish charm he radiated was as sweet as the colored sugar-sticks which, in European fairs, are the delight of children and blasé aesthetes. His films were in the black-and-white style of the dime novels rather than the shadings of psychological conflicts; they superseded tragic issues with happy endings, and, on the whole, presented a German variation of the Anglo-American thriller. This bright and pleasing trash stands isolated against a mass of somber “artistic” products.

The most fascinating personality of the primitive era was the Danish actress Asta Nielsen. In 1910, after years of stage triumphs, she made her screen debut in AFRUNDEN (ABYSS), a Copenhagen Nordisk film directed by her husband, Urban Gad. This film, distinguished by a length which was then unusual, has left no trace other than an enthusiastic comment on some footage devoted to her pantomime—a sign that she must have been predestined for the cinema. Convinced of her future, Paul Davidson offered Asta Nielsen fabulous salaries and working conditions if she would agree to put her gifts at the disposal of his film company, Union. She agreed, settled in Berlin, and there, about 1911, began to appear in films which during the war stirred French as well as German soldiers to adorn their dugouts with her photograph. What they obscurely felt, Guillaume Apollinaire expressed in a torrent of words: “She is all! She is the vision of the drinker and the dream of the lonely man. She laughs like a girl completely happy, and her eye knows of things so tender and shy that one could not speak of them,” and so forth.

This exceptional artist enriched the German film in more than one way. At a time when most actors still clung to stage devices, Asta Nielsen developed an innate film sense which could not but inspire her partners. Her knowledge of how to produce a definite psychological effect by means of an adequately chosen dress was as profound as her insight into the cinematic impact of details. Diaz, her early biographer, wondered at the confusion of futile objects piled up in her home—a collection including semielegant articles of men’s clothing, optical instruments, little walking sticks, distorted hats and impossible wrappers. “What I am playing,” she told him, “I am throughout. And I like to form so detailed an idea of my characters that I know them down to the last externals, which consist precisely of all these many bagatelles. Such bagatelles are more revealing than
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obtrusive exaggerations. I really build up my characters—and here you find the most decorative, most effective elements of which to compose the façade.” The German screen world would be incomplete without the characters Asta Nielsen created during the silent era.  

33 Diaz, Asta Nielsen, p. 61. For the Apollinaire quotation, see Diaz, p. 7. See also Möllhausen, “Aufstieg des Films,” Ufa-Blätter; Kalbus, Deutsche Filmkunst, I, 15.